Discussion Thread

- **Water terrorism update** - N832C Susan Silk, 02/06/2002 03:39 PM
  
  Latest input from CLF Ser. 4590 zulu shows that a real threat may exist to water storage facilities in CONUS especially in the Mid-Atlantic Region. Input from CINCNAVEUR indicates that there is no immediate threat to OCONUS sites in...

- **Water Reservoirs Protection** - N72C CDR John Smith 02/07/2002 08:11 PM
  
  Posted brief from latest Homeland Defense Joint meeting. See page 17 about detailed reservoirs programs.

- **RE: Water Reservoirs Protection** - N095 Ms. Barbara Dole, 02/06/2002 04:45 PM
  
  Here is the list of participants and their contact information for that meeting...
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notes

• Duplicate tasker checks Subject and DSN

• After choosing N-code the following is shown in the middle box:
  - names
  - N8 Front Office
  - Division Front Office (e.g., N81 Div)
  - N81, N82, N83

• Responded pencil open up Responded Edit box
Responded List Creation

Create new entry
Training Request

Discussion Thread

- Training Request - N832C Susan Silk, 02/06/2002 03:39 PM
  Need this course to understand PKI...
- RE: Training Request - N72C CDR John Smith 02/07/2002 08:11 PM
  Is PKI Important?
- RE: RE: Training Request - N832C Susan Silk, 02/07/2002 04:45 PM
  You want to have it.

Train_Req.pdf (28kb) 2/07/2002 04:45pm

Requirement- 20 hrs
Develop Forms & Views – 20 hrs
Import into Taskers v3 – 20 hrs
For 5 forms (25 fields each) - 100 hrs
Test - 20hrs
180 hours
- New (2)
- Awaiting Approval (1)
- Denied (1)
- Approved (7)
  - Training Requests (3)
  - Civilian Leave Requests (4)
    - 12/02/2002
    - 1/4/2003
    - 4/5/2003